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TW/USPS-T11-5
You describe a new cost pool that you call 1DSPATCH. At page 7
in your testimony you refer to it as “the dispatch unit.”
a.

What is “the dispatch unit” in a postal facility?

b.

Please confirm that “the dispatch unit” is defined by MODS numbers 124-129.
If not confirmed, please give the correct numbers.

c.

Is “the dispatch unit” typically located on the platform? Or is it located on the
workroom floor?

d.

In what fiscal year was the 1DSPATCH pool first used to produce the CRA
reports?

e.

Before you introduced 1DSPATCH as a separate pool, which pool or pools
would work under MODS numbers 124-129 have been assigned to?

f.

What is the normal craft and pay level for employees in this pool?

g.

Please describe the changes in USPS mail processing operations that caused
you or the Postal Service to conclude that the new cost pool needed to be
included in the MODS/IOCS costing scheme.

h.

Please describe all normal duties for employees in this cost pool and any
unique skills required.

i.

Is it fair to say that the workload in this cost pool varies greatly, with periods of
intense activity followed or preceded by periods of little or no activity?

j.

If they temporarily run out of things to do in their own cost pool, which other
pools are employees in this pool likely to be assigned to?

k.

Has the Postal Service undertaken any study to assure that use of MODS
numbers 124-129 is uniform and consistent in all processing plants that use
those numbers? If yes, what was the result of such a study?

RESPONSE:
a.

Operations 124-127 include the work hours used to separate trays, sacks,
bundles, or parcels into containers in preparation for dispatching. They also
include hours used for the collection and set-up of mail transport equipment for
the unit, movement of working containers into the unit, the strapping and sleeving

of trays with or without automatic strapping and sleeving equipment, and the
staging of worked containers. If the facility uses a Tray Management System
(TMS), the workhours for removing trays from the TMS and separating them into
containers for dispatch are charged to Dispatch. Operations 128-129 are
specifically for work hours used at Area Distribution Centers (ADC) for the
primary/3-digit separation of mail to the facilities in the ADC service area.
b.

Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith

c.

Yes to both questions. Dispatch operations are located around the floor and into
the platform area depending on equipment used and available space.

d-e.

Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith

f.

Employees in this cost pool are Mail Handlers, Level 4; Mail Handler Equipment
Operators, Level 5; Mail Processing Clerks, Level 5; and General Expeditors,
Level 6.

g.

Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith

h.

See response to 5a. Standard Position Descriptions for the employees listed in
5f are attached.

i.

Yes.

j.

Other cost pools in LDC 13 or LDC 17.

k.

Not to my knowledge. The actual application of MODS numbers in this
workcenter is inherently variable among plants due to the differences in
equipment among plants.

TW/USPS-T11-6

You describe a new cost pool that you call 1FLATPRP.

a.

Please confirm that this pool is defined by MODS number 035. If not
confirmed, please give the correct number(s).

b.

In what fiscal year was the 1FLATPRP pool first used to produce the CRA
reports?

c.

Before you introduced 1FLATPRP as a separate pool, which pool would work
under MODS number 035 have been assigned to?

d.

What is the normal craft and pay level for employees in this pool?

e.

Please describe all normal duties for employees in this cost pool and any
unique skills required.

f.

Please confirm that the purpose of this cost pool is to prepare flats that arrive in
non-carrier route bundles for piece sorting on the AFSM-100 or other flats
sorting machines. If not confirmed, or if there are additional duties, please
explain.

g.

If they temporarily run out of things to do in their own cost pool, which other
pools are employees in this pool likely to be assigned to?

h.

Has the Postal Service undertaken any study to assure that use of MODS
number 035 is uniform and consistent in all processing plants that use this
number? If yes, what was the result of such a study?

RESPONSE:

a-c.

Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith

d.

Mail Handler, Level 4

e.

Work hours charged to Operation 035 are specifically for the following tasks:
1.

Removal of strapping or banding from flat bundles that are processed on
flat sorting machines or in manual flat cases.

2.

Separating, facing and loading flats into mail transport equipment that
will be sent to flat sorting machines or manual flat cases.

3.

Securing flats into an AFSM 100 Flat Mail Cart that will be sent to an
AFSM 100.

f.

See response to 6e.

g.

Other LDC-17 cost pools.

h.

Not to my knowledge.

TW/USPS-T11-7
You describe a new cost pool that you call 1OPTRANS. At page 7
in your testimony you refer to it as “the opening unit’s manual transport.”
a.

What is “the opening unit’s manual transport” in a postal facility?

b.

Please confirm that 1OPTRANS is defined by MODS number 114. If not
confirmed, please give the correct number(s).

c.

In what fiscal year was the 1OPTRANS pool first used to produce the CRA
reports?

d.

Before you introduced 1OPTRANS as a separate pool, which cost pool would
work under MODS number 114 have been assigned to?

e.

What is the normal craft and pay level for employees in this pool?

f.

Please describe the changes in USPS mail processing operations that caused
you or the Postal Service to conclude that 1OPTRANS needed to be included
as a separate pool in the MODS/IOCS costing scheme.

g.

Please describe all normal duties for employees in this cost pool and describe
any unique skills required.

h.

If they temporarily run out of things to do in their own cost pool, which other
pools are employees in this pool likely to be assigned to?

i.

Has the Postal Service undertaken any study to assure that use of MODS
number 114 is uniform and consistent in all processing plants? If yes, what
was the result of such a study? Specifically, did the Postal Service verify that
MODS number 114 is used by, and only used by, employees that operate
“the opening unit’s manual transport?”

j.

Is MODS number 114 sometimes used to represent an SCF opening unit?

RESPONSE:
a.

Operation 114 is specifically for work hours used to transport containers of mail
between work areas. It also includes work hours used to weigh mail into or from
distribution operations.

b-d. Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith
e.

Mail Handler, Level 4 and Mail Processing Clerks, Level 5

f.

Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith

g.

See response to 7a and Standard Position Description attached to 5h.

h.

Other LDC 17 and LDC 13 cost pools.

i.

Not to my knowledge.

j.

No, but see response to 7c and 7d.

TW/USPS-T11-8
You describe a new cost pool called 1TRAYSRT. At page 6 in your
testimony you refer to it as “the tray sorters and robotics cost pool.”
a.

Please confirm that 1TRAYSRT is defined by MODS numbers 618, 619 and
627-629. If not confirmed, please give the correct numbers.

b.

In what fiscal year was the 1TRAYSRT pool first used to produce the CRA
reports?

c.

Before you introduced 1TRAYSRT as a separate pool, which cost pool(s)
would work under MODS numbers 618, 619 and 627-629 have been
assigned to?

d.

What is the normal craft and pay level for employees in this pool?

e.

Please describe the changes in USPS mail processing operations that caused
you or the Postal Service to conclude that 1TRAYSRT needed to be included
as a separate pool in the MODS/IOCS costing scheme.

f.

Please describe all normal duties for employees in this cost pool and describe
any unique skills required.

g.

If they temporarily run out of things to do in their own cost pool, which other
pools are employees in this pool likely to be assigned to?

h.

Has the Postal Service undertaken any study to assure that use of MODS
numbers 618, 619 and 627-629 is uniform and consistent in all processing
plants? If yes, what was the result of such a study? Specifically, did the
Postal Service verify that these MODS numbers are used by, and only used
by, employees that operate “tray sorters and robotics?”

i.

Please confirm that the cost pool handles trays of letters and flats that have
been sorted at a piece distribution operation in the given plant. If not
confirmed, please explain.

j.

Does the pool also handle trays of letters and flats that have arrived from
another postal facility? If yes, please describe the circumstances under which
this occurs.

RESPONSE:
a.-c.

Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith

d.

Mail Handler, Level 4 and Mail Processing Clerk, level 5.

e.

Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith

f.

See responses to 8e and the Standard Position Descriptions attached to 5h.

g.

Other LDC-13 and LDC-17 operations.

h.

Not to my knowledge.

i.

Confirmed.

j.

Yes. This cost pool may sort trays sent from other facilities for dock transfer or
distribution.

TW/USPS-T11-9
Is the pool called “1PRESORT” any different from the “Bulk Presort”
pool used in previous rate filings? If yes, please explain. In any event, please answer
the following.
a.

Please confirm that 1PRESORT is defined by MODS numbers 002 and 003. If
not confirmed, please give the correct numbers.

b.

What is the normal craft and pay level for employees in this pool?

c.

Please describe all normal duties for employees in this cost pool and identify
any unique skill levels required.

d.

If they temporarily run out of things to do in their own cost pool, which other
pools are employees in this pool likely to be assigned to?

e.

Has the Postal Service undertaken any study to assure that use of MODS
numbers 002 and 003 is uniform and consistent in all processing plants? If
yes, what was the result of such a study?

RESPONSE:
a.

Retained by witness Van-Ty-Smith

b.

Mail Handlers, Level 4 and Mail Processing Clerks, Level 5

c.

Operations 002-003 are specifically for activities related to handling presort mail.
The activities include traying, sleeving, strapping, and separation for the next
handling operation, which is generally scan-where-you-band, Automated Airline
Assignment, distribution, or dispatch.

d.

Other LDC 13 and LDC 17 operations.

e.

Not to my knowledge.
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